
21st Century Music
Technology has advanced 
dramatically in the last decade 
and opened music up to wider 
possibilities. New styles and 
genres have been created and 
unique artist are found on the 
Internet every day. Thanks to 
social media we are able to 
share our music with people 
from all over the world and 
discover new acts and artist 
whom we wouldn’t have found 
otherwise.

David Muir, singer for the 
Strike Ninteens said, “YouTube 
is an exciting medium for peo-
ple to get their messages out as 
it gives you more visibility to 
potential fans that you might 
not have reached otherwise.”

The Arctic Monkeys were one 
of the first bands to come to 
the public attention via the 
internet. They represented the 
possibility of a change in the 
way in which new bands were 
marketed and promoted. It 
gave them the tools to increase 
their profile and promote 
themselves with the potential 
to develop a huge fan base. 
Since the success of The Arctic 
Monkeys, more new and excit-
ing acts are found on YouTube 
every day and generate revenue 
from advertisement and sub-
scriptions from fans.

Muir said: “Yet there are so 
many acts on YouTube now 
the chances of your video be-
ing watched is little to none. 
The only way to get noticed 
on YouTube is to either shock, 
mock or scare people unless 
you come up with an idea that 
goes viral.”

And who could forget such viral 
hits like Rebecca Black’s Friday 
or PSY’s Gangnam Style Thanks 
to youTube and social media the 
world was able to be sucked into 
these “unique” acts. 

Muir said, “Twitter especially, gives 
us 24 hours access to our idols. The 
mere chance of them replying to 
us is very infectious and keeps us 
glued.  Hearing what they say in 
their own words is also amazing to 
most.” 

The way we listen to music is no 
longer limited to just television 
and radio. iPods are a more mobile 
form of music, Instead of ferrying 
CD’s and tapes about in your bag. 
But this comes at a cost as people 
are finding easier and cheaper 
ways to listen to their music. Ille-
gally downloaded music has swept 
across the world giving people 
access to more and more music at 
a much faster rate than going into 
a shop and buying the album. 

In April 2000 Lars Ulrich became 
a vocal opponent against Napster 
after discovering that a large por-
tion of their fans had been illegally 
downloading and sharing Metal-
lica songs. Metallica filed a lawsuit 
alleging that Napster encourages 
piracy by enabling and allowing 

it’s users to trade copyrighted 
songs. The case was settled out-
of-court resulting in more than 
300,000 Napster users being 
banned from the service.

But who would have thought 
that by the start of the twenty 
first century the machines 
would rise up against conven-
tional pop music and enslave 
the world to the sound of 
Drum and Bass? Through a 
combination of     computer-
ized rhythms and custom made 
sounds and noises, Dub Step 
is one of the only musical style 
that people can create success-
fully using just a computer.

Muir said: “It’s like having your 
own orchestra playing out your 
ideas. We have access to more 
recording capability on our 
smart phones than the Beatles 
had in their studios.”

Music has always been a way 
of bringing people together 
and now it’s literally bringing 
people together from all over 
the world. We are connected to 
everyone and everyone is con-
nected to music. We are enter-
ing a new era of how we listen, 
buy and consume our music 
taste and the best part is… It’s 
only the beginning.
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